
UDW+ TIPS & TRICKS 
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This friendly email newsletter provides all UDW+ users with helpful UDW+ Tips and Tricks for more efficient and easy 

system use 

AUTOMATION OF UDW+ ACCESS 
We are happy to notify you of a great change in the way that UDW+ Access is 

requested! 

Any user who completes UDW+ training (and quiz), will automatically be 

granted UDW+ access within three business days. Individuals no longer 

need to manually request UDW+ access via the Chartfield Authorization Form. 

This request will automatically be done for them upon UDW+ training and quiz 

completion. 

As a reminder, report access is based upon the iLearn quiz(zes) 

completed. Data access is based upon the user's current Chartfield Security. 

Should data access need to be requested or modified, please continue to use 

the Chartfield Access Authorization Form. 

CLEANUP YOUR CHARTFIELD ACCESS 
If you have been with NYU for several years, and have changed departments 

or positions or responsibilities, your chartfield access may have accumulated 

over the years. A series of unnecessary chartfield combinations may impact 

UDW+ performance (such as the drop-down menus), as UDW+ will search for 

and display results for all of those combinations. To improve UDW+ 

performance, we recommend regular "cleaning" of your chartfield security 

access. 

 1. Login to UDW+ and open the 00. FAME Chartfield Security Report. 

 2. Search using your Net ID or Name. 

 3. View the results to determine your current chartfield access. 

 4. To remove any unwanted chartfield combinations, use the Chartfield Access 

Authorization Form. 

FINANCIAL BRIO COUNTDOWN 
As a kind reminder, financial reporting will transition from Brio to UDW+ as 

ofOctober 31st, 2013. If you continue to use Brio in parallel with UDW+, you 

will no longer be able to access Brio Financial Standard Reports or Brio 

Financial Ad Hoc Reports on October 31st (with the exception of a few 

departments and individuals). If you have any unmet financial reporting needs 

in UDW+, please contact Addis Crooks-Jones.  

KEY INFORMATION ABOUT A 
DASHBOARD OR REPORT 
As a kind reminder, the top left corner of every dashboard contains links to 

relevant information "About this dashboard" and "About this page". 

  The first ever UDW+ Ad Hoc 

Reporting Forum was held on July 

18th.  

Approximately 50 UDW+ ad hoc 

reporting users were in attendance 

from all schools and divisions.  

100% of those surveyed stated that 

the forum has met their 

expectations and provided for a 

collaborative environment among 

the UDW+ ad hoc reporting 

community.  

Here is what some participants had 

to say: 

 - “The forum was excellent. I was 

able to meet and discuss issues 

and concerns with other fiscal folks 

from around the university. And, it 

provided me with face-time with the 

DSG folks.” 

 - “…useful to see which ad hoc 

reports are out there, and how we 

could use them in our department.”

 - “Hearing what other people do - 

even in my own school - was very 

helpful.” 

 - “[most useful/beneficial were] 

group discussions to understand 

the tips and pain points other 

school/division faced.” 
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